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Jim Bridger’s rear sight, for 15/16” & 1” ..........#RS-KC-16 
This medium size version of our Kit Carson’s Hawken rifle 

sight is intended for a barrel up to 1” octagon. Tall, to reduce 
heat mirage, the center notch is indicated. Wax cast steel, 
made in the U.S.A., the dovetail is about .385” long and .584” 
wide. Dovetail to a depth of .050”.
#RS-KC-16 Bridger style rear sight. only $7.99

Mariano Modena  Hawken style rear sight ..... #RS-MH-16
Patterned after an original rear sight found on a very early 

Hawken halfstock rifle, owned by the famous mountain man 
of Taos, Mariano Modena. Intended for 15/16” and 1” octagon 
barrels. Angular flats decorate the base of this semi-buckhorn 
sight. The base is .500” long by .584” wide. Dovetail .050” deep. 
#RS-MH-16 Mariano Modena  sight only $7.99

Jim Bridger rear sight for 1-1/8” barrels ..........#RS-KC-18
This large version of our Kit Carson’s Hawken rifle sight is 

intended for a barrel up to 1-1/8” octagon and is ideal for our 
Jim Bridger Hawken rifle parts. Tall, to reduce heat mirage, the 
center notch is indicated. Wax cast steel, made in the U.S.A., 
the dovetail is about .376” long and .625” wide. Dovetail to a 
depth of .050”.
#RS-KC-18 Jim Bridger large rear sight only $7.99
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Antique style rear sight ........................................#RS-G-352
This semi-buckhorn sight has much of the grace and style of 

original rear sights. A graceful steel wax casting, it can be  fitted 
to a standard 3/8” dovetail on an octagon barrel up to 1”. The 
.440” base is .660” wide, .070” deep. Notch is indicated.
#RS-G-352 Antique style rear sight  only $9.99
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Fixed Sight with peep ..................... #RS-CA-Peep-14 or 16
This fixed rear sight provides a little help for older eyes. This 

sight base may easily be shortened to fit a more narrow dovetail. 
Always file the sight, never file the barrel. This sight is designed in 
two sizes, for use on a 13/16” or 7/8” and a 15/16” or 1” octagon 
barrel, or a swamped or tapered barrel of that size.

The dovetail in the 7/8” rear sight is .750” long as cast and 
.530” wide. The 1” sight is about .755” long, as cast, and the 
base is .580” wide. The center of the aperture is .315” above the 
bottom of the as-cast sight. Thus, the center of the aperture will 
be about .265” above the top flat of the barrel, assuming a typi-
cal .050” rear sight dovetail depth. Wax cast steel, not polished, 
made in the U.S.A.
#RS-CA-Peep-14 for 13/16” to 7/8” barrels only $7.99
#RS-CA-Peep-16 for 15/16” to 1” barrels only $7.99
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Large Hawken rear sight ................................... #RS-PA-11
Wax cast steel, this rear sight has a long base to fit a slot 

.697” long, .545” wide and .065” deep. Easily shortened, this 
larger sight looks right on a big plains rifle with a 15/16” or 1” 
octagon barrel. Made in the U.S.A. This semi-buckhorn sight 
is one of our favorites.
#RS-PA-11 Large Hawken rear sight only $7.99
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Buckhorn rear sight ...........................................#RS-DB-H-1
This medium size full buckhorn sight has a base for a .615” 

dovetail and is .502” in width for 15/16” or 1” octagon barrel. Wax 
cast steel. Deepen the “V” as needed.
#RS-DB-H-1 buckhorn sight, steel only $7.99
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